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Tidal Disruption Events Concept 
 
Tidal disruption events (TDEs) are rare transient events (<1% SN rate) that 
occur when stars getting too close to supermassive black holes (SMBH) 
are torn apart by tidal stress. In the classical picture, TDEs result in a 
short-lived observable flare when the disrupted, bound debris streams 
settle into a compact disk, and subsequently accrete onto the SMBH [1, 
2, 3]. For black holes with MBH < 107 Msun, the debris fallback rate is 
predicted to be super-Eddington [4, 5].


Therefore, TDE observations may provide clues to several astrophysical 
problems, including

• BH demographics in low-mass, quiescent galaxies

• How fast can BHs grow via super-Eddington accretion

• A laboratory for testing accretion physics

- Real-time disk formation

- transition between accretion modes


Observations of TDE outflows 
 
Fast, radiatively-powered wind or jet are thought to arise from super-
Eddington accretion. In one of the best-studied TDEs to date,  
ASASSN-14li, outflows at both low (~400 km/s) and high velocities (~0.2c) 
have been revealed in X-ray [6] / UV [7] and radio [8] / X-ray [9] 
observations, respectively. Evidence for TDE outflows have only been 
reported in a few studies because X-ray and radio emission are "missing" 
in most of the optically-selected TDEs. Much of the X-ray emission in 
TDEs is believed to be reprocessed and emit predominantly in the UV. 

UV spectroscopy allow us to infer the gas kinematics and ionization 
structure of the debris. However, such observations have only been 
obtained for 4 TDEs (including this work). 

A Fast, Transient Absorber in AT2018zr 
 
We obtained 5 HST UV spectra and 13 optical spectra during the first 3 
months of intensive monitoring of AT2018zr [10]. We identified high- 
and low-ionization absorption features blueshifted by 0.05c with 
respect to the host redshift (z=0.071) in its spectra from Δt~50 to Δt~62 
days. The species present resemble those seen in low-ionization broad 
absorption line (LoBAL) QSOs. Furthermore, at this velocity, we 
discovered non-stellar H Balmer and metastable helium (HeI*λ3889, 
λ5876) absorption lines in the Keck spectrum.
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Summary & Conclusion 
• We discovered the first LoBAL system in TDEs with hydrogen Balmer 

and HeI* transitions, which are extremely rare in QSOs. 


• The observed Doppler velocity (15,500 km/s) is consistent with the 
outflow speed predicted from super-Eddington accretion.


• The observed absorption troughs are detached from their emission 
counterparts as the linewidths (3,000-10,000 km/s) are narrower than 
the outflow speed.


• The observed absorption features are more likely to be produced in 
TDE outflows than the unbound debris, where slower portions of the 
debris streams should be seen by the observer and result in a larger 
dispersion than observed. 


• Photoionization simulations suggest that a high column density (NH > 
1023.2 cm-2) and high density (nH > 107 cm-3) gas is required for the 
presence of H Balmer and HeI* absorption features.


• We find a high association rate (3 out of 4) of BALs in the UV spectra 
of TDEs, which suggests that outflows may be ubiquitous among 
TDEs and may be less sensitive to viewing angle effects compared to 
QSO outflows. 


• Outflow signatures should have disappeared in the late-time spectra of 
AT2018zr as the fallback rate declines.


• Future TDE monitoring with UV and optical spectroscopy should be 
obtained on a ~weekly basis in order to record the variability of the 
emission and absorption features.


